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New Evidence Found in Missing VCU Student Case 
Now (our weeks since the seventeen-year-old Vienna, Virginia native disappeared, police may finally have made a breakthrough in the case. 
Justin Smith 
Staff Writer 
Virginia Commonwealth 
University Freshman Taylor Behl 
has been missing since 
September 5, 2005. At 10:20 pm, 
Behl told her roommate she was 
going out to skateboard; she has 
not been heard from since. 
Now four weeks since the sev- 
enteen-year-old Vienna, Virginia 
native disappeared, police may 
finally have made a breakthrough 
in the case. 
On October 3, police discov- 
ered a buried body approximate- 
ly 70 miles west of Richmond, in 
Mathews County. 
Investigators have not 
announced if the body is Behl's. 
Although the investigation has 
yet to yield an arrest, Ben Fawley, 
a 38 year old unemployed pho- 
tographer, is considered a person 
of interest. 
Fawley s Richmond home was 
searched by police on September 
16, yielding computer files of 
child pornography. 
Since then he has been 
charged with 16 counts of child 
pornography and denied bond. 
The discovery of the body is 
also linked to Fawley, whose 
photograph of an anonymous 
barn led police to the Mathews 
County property, which was 
searched due to its uncanny 
resemblance to the picture. 
Fawley claimed to have been 
with Behl around 9:30 p.m. on 
October 5th. He and Behl met 
through a mutual friend in 
February and formed a relation- 
ship. 
The extent of the relationship 
is unclear at this time. 
Behl's car was found on 
September 17, just l'A miles 
away from her dorm with her 
Virginia plates removed and 
replaced with stolen Ohio plates. 
Bloodhounds picked up a 
scent from Behl's .car which lead 
them to the home of an uniden- 
VCU   Freshman   Taylor   Beh 
has     been     missing     since\ 
September 5th. 
mn*. ctimelibmry. con 
tified man. 
He is purportedly a friend of 
one of the skateboarders Behl 
left with the night of her disap- 
pearance. Police said the man 
failed a polygraph test when he 
denied knowing Behl or having 
ever been in her car. 
Behl's situation highlights the 
dangers that many freshman 
here at Longwood face. 
Misplaced trust appears to 
have played a part in Behl's dis- 
appearance and is a common 
danger that can befall any 
freshman unaware of their 
surroundings. 
Beth Martin, a J-ongwood 
senior is Taylor Behl's cousin. 
Martin stresses that, "You 
don't really know the people 
here like in high school, when 
you knew their families and 
where they lived." 
Such was the case for 
Martin and Behl while growing 
up in Vienna, one of the safest 
cities in the US. 
Campus police Chief 
Charles Ix>wc, also empha- 
sized the need to be wary 
when it comes to the issue of 
trust; "When you leave a party, 
go with a group of people you 
know and trust, not someone 
you just met. Always try to 
make low risk choices." 
Longwood's police division 
offers training for women in the 
form of "Rape Aggression 
Defense"(R.A.D.). 
Classes for R.A.D. will be held 
November 6 and 13 in Curry 
from 12-5 pm; if you have any 
questions you can contact 
Investigator Thompson at exten- 
sion 2146. 
Beth Martin is a member of 
the Delta Zeta sorority and bal- 
ances much of her time between 
school and driving to Richmond 
to support her family. 
Taylor Behl's mother and fam- 
ily are staying in a hotel in 
Richmond and have vowed not 
to leave until Behl is found. 
If you would like to contribute 
to their cause. Delta Zeta is tak- 
ing donations for the family and 
giving out yellow ribbons to sig- 
nify the hope for Behlr's success- 
ful return. 
Longwood Security Enhanced to Provide Full Coverage lor Students 
Naomi Pearson 
Copy liditor 
The status of security at 
Longwood University is "pretty 
good," according to Ixmgwood 
Police Chief Charles I-owe. 
Although there have been a 
small number of criminal inci- 
dents, there have been enhance- 
ments to Longwood University 
security procedures. 
While it is still early in the 
school year, Lowe hopes that the 
low level of delinquent activity 
remains the standard for the rest 
of the academic year, but he is not 
taking any chances. 
He is in the process of hiring 
two more officers. Although the 
police department is fully manned, 
it is a little short-staffed for the 
nights of Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday. 
So far, there have been no vehi- 
cle break-ins, which were a prob- 
lem last year for several students, 
who had stereos and other items 
stolen from their cars. 
The students were not able to 
recover their property due to lack 
of proper documentation proof 
of ownership or identifying char- 
acteristics. 
Longwood University Police 
Inspector John Thompson 
strongly urges students to make a 
record of the serial number of 
their stereos or make some kind 
of definitive identifying marks on 
their equipment. 
Then if the worst should hap- 
pen and the police recover the 
property, it can be returned to its 
rightful owner. 
Ijowe encourages all students 
and will receive an identification 
dccal. If your bicycle is stolen, 
"Please, report it!" Lowe says. "If 
we know there's a problem [with 
bicycle theft], we can do some- 
thing about it." 
In light of the three sexual 
assaults reported already this 
year, I.owe hopes there will be a 
greater interest in the Rape 
Aggression Defense (RAD) class 
and self-defense demonstration 
schedule for this month. 
The RAD class last year was 
cancelled due to lack of interest. 
It is open to women only, but the 
self-defense demonstration is 
open to all. 
Please contact the police 
department for more informa- 
tion. 
is to do the same for their bicyclesA Also available the 
Both residential students and oUghtwalker service, under the 
Stanley Park residents can register advisement of Sgt. Roger 
their vehicles with campus police,   Sudesberry. 
This semester, more students 
have volunteered to walk their 
solitary colleagues to their cars 
or residence halls during the late 
night hours. 
Additionally, since Stanley 
Park is under Longwood 
University management and is 
considered a Longwood 
University residence, two more 
emergency phones have been 
installed. 
One of the phones is at the 
covered bus stop and the other 
is in the gravel parking lot. 
longwood University police 
have also added it to their patrol 
route. 
The Farmville Police have 
overlapping patrols in the 
Farmville area. They also have a 
dedicated alcohol patrol on 
nights from Thursday to 
Saturday. 
In the first two weeks of its 
operation, they detained 17 stu- 
dents for alcohol-related issues, 
such as public urination, but none 
for drunk driving 
Lowe credits the designated 
driver program many Greek asso- 
ciations have organized and the 
fact that most students simply 
walk home from parties for the 
low number of DUI incidents. 
Ix>we emphasizes that students 
have a part in enhancing campus 
security. 
"They can help us prevent 
crime. We need their inforination," 
he says. He hopes that students 
will see Longwood University 
Police as part of their community. 
Lowe says, "The last thing we 
want students to think is, 'Oh 
God, another parking ticket'." 
His vision is for the relationship 
between the campus police and 
the students to be one of "positive 
interaction." 
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Words From the Editor: The Lost Generations 
Some of the 
most extreme 
changes in 
America 
occurred 
between and 
after World 
War 1 and 
World War II. 
The soldiers who returned 
were disillusioned and had a diffi- 
cult time returning back to the 
calm society they left. 
Not only were the soldiers 
affected, but those who stayed 
behind had to adjust to the 
changes that would occur from 
the disconnection. 
After WWI, American poet 
Gertrude Stein coined the expres- 
sion, "You are all a lost genera- 
tion," when speaking to Ernest 
Hemingway. 
People affected by the war had 
given up on society and turned to 
their youthful idealism. 
These .individuals sought out 
the meaning of life, drank exces- 
sively and had multiple love 
affairs. 
Writers and artists tried to 
express this through their works, 
but when looking at current 
problems, it appears that these 
concerns were not taken seri- 
ously. 
This lost generation never 
found themselves, or solved the 
problems our country was fac- 
ing. Time went on with these 
progressing problems and 
America became involved in 
World War II 
Again America was tied up 
with a war, and when the sol- 
diers returned, the same societal 
problems arose - even worse 
this time because they had never 
addressed by an administration. 
This time, the bohemian rev- 
olution took flight with young 
men and women traveling across 
country, looking for a meaning to 
exist. 
This generation evolved further 
in their drug use, drinking and mul- 
tiple sexual encounters. 
These bohemians did not agree 
with the values of American mate- 
rialism or the neglect of this falla- 
cious ascension and began writing 
to protest the direction our coun- 
try was turning in. 
Jack Kerouac, a leader and 
writer of the bohemian revolution, 
wrote to convey how his genera- 
tion acclimated themselves. 
Although they were not deemed 
"lost," they still lacked direction. 
He wrote in a stream of con- 
sciousness to show the fast pace 
these people to find something - 
anything - tangible they could call 
their own. 
The lack of connection 
between the people only caused 
more demise. 
In a passage from Kerouac's On 
the RAX/ he wrote, "Boys and girls 
in America have such a sad time 
together; sophistication demands 
that they submit to sex immediate- 
ly without proper preliminary talk. 
Not courting talk—real straight 
talk about souls, for life is holy and 
every moment is precious." This 
was occurring because sex is tac- 
tile, unlike speech and emotions. 
This lack of connection has 
continued to mount into the pres- 
ent complications. If the lost gen- 
eration was never found, why are 
we sinking deeper into this discon- 
nection? 
The priorities of our society 
have slowly dwindled to vague 
ideas that cannot be defined or 
carried out. 
These lost generations never 
found what they were looking 
for, and even though we are not 
meandering through the country- 
side, ours and generations to 
come will remain lost if this apa- 
thy continues to be accepted. 
Janet Jones 
Editor-in-Chief 
The Rotunda 
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Letter to the Editor 
We are tne "Swing Generation" - Cafe Prices Unlabeled 
The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is pub- 
lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam 
periods) and is printed in the offices of the Yarmilk Herald, Farmville, 
V.V 
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must 
be received by nine p.m. the Monday prior to the next Thursday's pub- 
lication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and 
telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not 
appear on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are 
subject to editing. 
The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is 
looking for people who are interested in writing, editing or layout. We 
currently have positions available and ask anyone who is interested t< 
come to our meetings, on Mondays at 9:15 PM. 
Dear Editor, 
Every four years, candidates for 
Governor meet with teachers, talk 
to police officers, and discuss busi- 
ness policies with the Chamber of 
Commerce. They cater to senior 
citizens. This year, a new group has 
been added to the list of "required 
checkboxes" for political candi- 
dates. I.ast week, for the first time, 
the candidates for governor came 
to pledge 'their support for stu- 
dents and young voters. 
In the 2004 elections, the num- 
ber of young people going to the 
polls hit a high-water mark in 
Virginia. Over half a million young 
voters cast a ballot last year, nearly 
matching senior citizens' share of 
the electorate. Young voters, large- 
ly non-partisan and issue-driven, 
are quickly becoming the "swing 
generation" of Virginia politics. 
That's why all three candidates 
for governor each eagerly pledged 
their support for higher education 
at Virginia21's "Focus on 
Education" gubernatorial forum in 
September. In front of hundreds 
of students and business leaders, 
Tim Kaine, Jerry Kilgore, and Russ 
Potts all pledged to make higher 
education a top priority if elected 
governor and promised to pay the 
$340 million debt in college fund- 
ing. 
It was inspiring to see that each 
candidate took a stand in support 
of higher education as a public 
good for all Virginians. They cited 
personal experiences In their 
upbringing, the role higher educa- 
tion played in their lives, and the 
power of a college degree to open 
doors to new and better jobs and 
opportunities. And, as no event in 
Virginia politics would be com- 
plete without it, at least one candi- 
date called on teachings of the oft- 
invoked Mr. Jefferson. 
see LETTER 1 p. 8 
Dear liditor, 
There are very few labeled 
prices on the goods to be pur- 
chased in the Student Union. 
Every time I go into the Student 
Union I buy food and drinks 
blindly. I know not the amount I 
am spending and half the time the 
person at the register doesn't say 
the total; it's all just the swipe of a 
card. And this is ok because it's not 
really money when it's on a card, 
right? Well, that's what I thought 
until it was the fourth week in and 
I only had $1.87 left on my card. 
We really need to put prices on 
things in the Student Union. The 
items that do indeed have prices 
on them, I've noticed, are way 
overpriced. The Student Union 
(for the students) is robbing every- 
one blindly! 
I have a feeling that they aren't 
putting the prices on things any- 
more because they have raised 
the cost for everything to pay for 
all of the changes going on at 
Longwood. Take, for example, 
the Java City booth. It used to 
have the price of each drink and 
each size, but now there are just 
the names and ingredients. 
I wonder if the prices have 
gone up and they took them 
down so no one would start a 
fuss. 
This isn't just a problem for 
the students who are purchasing 
the food and drinks; it is also a 
problem for the workers. If noth- 
ing is labeled then how do they 
know the prices of ringing items 
up? I bought a Java Ciry mug the 
other day for SI.00. 
1 know the actual price of it 
was more than a dollar (it had to 
be), but since nothing was 
labeled, the cashier and I came to 
an agreement on the price. This 
may seem like a perk or a benefit, 
but actually it's frustrating 
because it's not everyday that you 
can haggle an overpriced item 
with a cashier. 
We need to put the prices on 
everything in the Student Union, 
stop the confusion! 
-Emily Maloney 
October 6, 2005 Opinion PAGE 3 
"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!'' 
IMMPfli 
The-"Actl»iit" i*your outlet for^baftlM^KKX^M^'u^tice-a^M^CHm^thatHtcfc ThUriAyour 
your chance to- ixr iomething- about yocietal/ evtf*-, initead/tfjuttwhiriirig'about them. So 
ipeak up a^d/ act up. Secaute/, if you're' not mad/, you're not paying' atter&oru Ivnail 
ActOnitt idea* to- rotu*\da@longwood-.edu 
Some Students Speak Out Against Oktoberfest Choice 
Whitney Dunlap- Fowler 
Staff Whirr 
As the current Vice-President of 
the Black Student Association 
(BSA), I feel as though I, along 
with my executive colleagues, 
have a certain duty to convey the 
wants and needs of African 
American Students on campus. 
So, naturally, after learning that 
Afroman was coming to 
Ivongwood to represent the "hip- 
hop" talent during Oktobcrfest, I 
asked the opinions of some of 
the members of the Black 
Community. 
Many of them did not know 
who he was until they heard the 
title of the song he sings, 
"Because 1 Got High," a song 
which satirically uses marijuana as 
the reason for a persons lost 
ambitions in life. 
Basically, the artist attributes 
his laziness to the fact that he gets 
high everyday. 
This of course made many 
members of the African 
American Community upset. 
While hip-hop is not specifically 
black entertainment, it is a prefer- 
ence of many African American 
Students. 
Because hip-hop is typically 
performed by blacks, many iden- 
tify it as being apart of African 
American culture. 
It is somewhat insulting to 
know that a man who sings about 
getting high everyday is repre- 
senting your particular culture. 
Mortar Board (MB), a national 
organization comprised of colle- 
giate seniors is the group in 
charge of Oktoberfest. Lancer 
Productions (LP) is in charge of 
Spring Weekend and most of the 
entertainment at Longwood. MB 
is given $40,000- $60,000 to 
spend on Oktoberfest. 
LP is given $175,000-180,000 
from SGA for the entire year 
however, only about $60,000 is 
spent, on Spring Weekend events. 
Both organizations use a booking 
agency called East Coast 
Entertainment to get a list of 
bands who are touring within a 
specific time frame and for a 
specific amount of money. 
They then use this list to 
form and send out surveys on 
campus to ask students who 
they would like to see. MB sends 
out surveys during Spring 
Weekend so that the bands can 
be booked early in time for 
Oktoberfest in the fall. 
LP sends out surveys before 
Thanksgiving, and books their 
bands before or during 
Christmas Break? The booking 
prices range from $15,000 for 
headlining bands and around 
$5,000 for the rest. 
Susan Sullivan, the advisor 
for Mortar Board says that while 
MB tries to please the all needs 
of students at I-ongwood by 
proving music in several genres, 
a lot of times the bands that are 
requested fall through at the last 
minute. 
In fact, this year MB had 
Nickel Creek lined up to be a 
headlining band and at the last 
minute they canceled and MB 
had to go for their second 
choice. 
This was apparendy the same 
story for Afroman. Unsure 
about who the first pick was, 
Dan Trump, a member of 
Mortar Board involved with the 
selection process says he 
remembered that it was not 
Afroman. 
Afroman just happened to be 
touring around the area, and was 
also within the MB budget and 
so they booked him. 
One of the problems is that 
there is no official communica- 
tion line in place between mem- 
bers of minority organizations 
and groups like LP and MB. 
When I asked Sullivan if she 
or any of the MB members had 
ever tried to contact other 
minority groups on campus to 
see what musical groups they 
would like to see, her answer was 
no. 
However, she also stated that 
none of the minority groups them- 
selves had ever tried to make con- 
tact with her as well. Because of 
this lack of" communication the 
hip-hop acts that are booked by LP 
or MB go unnoticed as most of 
the students that are interested in 
that particular genre do not like the 
artists that are picked to represent 
it. 
Last year for Spring Weekend, 
the hip-hop talent was represented 
by the Sugar Hill Gang, an old rap 
group from the 1980's. While their 
performance was great, many stu- 
dents were still disappointed that 
no one who was currendy on the 
music charts could be booked for 
Spring Weekend. 
Another catastrophe on campus 
happened when Chuck D., a for- 
mer member of the group "Public 
Enemy" came to campus to speak. 
Chuck D. was well known for his 
political activism and dealings with 
inequities within the black commu- 
nity in the early 90's. 
Although his reputation preced- 
ed him as a man of change, his 
presence here was not particularly 
welcome as lude comments and 
profane language were the basis of 
his speech. 
This was also particularly 
embarrassing to the African 
American Community and to 
members of the BSA, an organiza- 
tion that is known for booking 
black entertainment on campus. 
Even though another organiza- 
tion .brought him here, BSA felt as 
though they would be direcdy con- 
nected with Chuck D. and that they 
may have been seen as promoting 
him. 
So what happens now? Matt 
Kitchie the new advisor for Lancer 
Productions wants to work more 
closely with the students who feel 
as though they are not being repre- 
sented on campus. 
After hearing that most black 
students,   the   largest   minority 
Props and Drops 
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone 
to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu 
[Props- 
t White Lightening 
Back-country roads 
Getting coffee! 
The Post Office giving away free magazines 
Mysterious footprints on the wall 
To Forest the computer guy 
To great long-lasting libido 
To being done 
|+ To Alumni coming back for Oktoberfest 
To getting your hair played with 
IPrQPS- 
■?To the skanky bathroom behind the book- 
store in the shiny new Ruffner complex 
■?Push-ups 
- Fingers going numb from the cold in the 
English Department 
- Girls on campus wearing Hampden-Sydney 
apparel 
- Lack-luster personalities 
■?To sexual harrassment 
group on campus, hardly ever 
participate in Oktoberfest or 
Spring weekend (unless they are 
selling something at a booth) 
Kitchie and Sullivan plan to work 
harder to please the needs of stu- 
dents who may have been over- 
looked. 
This will also include more 
advertising on the whereabouts 
of campus surveys, which last 
year, I had to go and search for 
after hearing rumors that they 
were out. 
They do want students to 
know however, that because of 
the size and location of LU and 
because of their budgets, that 
large bands such as Jay-Z or 
Outkast will not only cost more 
than they have, but there would 
be nowhere with adequate space 
for them to perform. 
Another characteristic that the 
band must have is the ability to 
get along well with the student 
population at LU. 
This rule was established after 
The Clipse, a hip-hop band pro- 
duced by the Neptunes and VA's 
own Pharrell Williams, was 
,booked for Spring Weekend 03' 
and refused to communicate with 
students or give autographs. 
Both Sullivan and Kitchie stat- 
ed that if students came to them 
with favorite artists in mind who 
were a reasonable price diat they 
would try their hardest to look 
into them. 
Joseph For man, a.k.a. Afroman(left) 
Album   art of "The   Good Times "with 
controversial, song       "Because   MiGot 
High." (right) 
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Meirs Named as Supreme Court Nominee 
Carolyn Smith 
U-Wm 
President George W. Bush 
announced his nomination of Harriet 
Miers for Associate Justice of the U.S. 
Supreme Court Monday. 
Miers was nominated to fill the seat 
vacated by Justice Sandra Day 
O'Connor, who resigned July 1 citing 
personal reasons for leaving the 
nation's highest 
court. 
"Harriet Miers 
has a long and dis- 
tinguished career 
as one of the fore- 
most lawyers in the 
country," Christine 
Mangi, communi- 
cations director for 
the Republican 
Party of 
Wisconsin, said. 
"She's exceptional- 
ly well qualified to 
serve on the U.S. 
Supreme Court, 
and importantly, 
she will strictly 
interpret the 
Constitution and 
laws of the U.S. 
and not legislate 
from the bench." 
Mangi said Miers 
has been a "female 
trailblazer"  in   the 
legal system -- Miers was the first 
woman hired at Dallas's Locke, Purnell, 
Rain & Harrcll law firm, she was the 
first woman to be elected president of 
the State Bar of Texas and has repre- 
sented major corporations such as 
Microsoft, Walt Disney Co. and 
SunGard Data Systems Inc. 
Most recently, Miers served as coun- 
sel to the president since Bush appoint- 
ed her to that position in February of 
this year. 
University of Wisconsin Professor 
of Political Science Charles Franklin 
said there were other prospective nom- 
inees who some thought the president 
would be more likely to choose, but the 
nomination of Miers is not surprising. 
"There were a lot of people, that 
were mentioned more frequently than 
[Miers] was, but she would usually be 
mentioned as someone who the presi- 
dent might conceivably turn to," 
Franklin said. 
However, those who oppose Miers' 
nomination question her legal experi- 
"Conservatives are very concerned 
that she is not a true conservative 
of the I Justice] Scalia or [Justice] 
Thomas type, which they believe 
President Bush has promised for 
the last five years." 
- Charles Franklin 
ficture provided by hup: 11 www. unu. edu 
ence with the court system and say too 
little is known about her career and 
opinions on key issues. 
"The only way to find out where she 
stands on things like precedent, the 
right to privacy and all these important 
issues that are going to come up in the 
next year on the Supreme Court is 
through looking at her records since 
she was made White House counsel," 
Brian Shactman, chair of College 
Democrats, said. 
"Considering 
what happened 
with the Roberts 
nomination, we're 
probably not 
going to have 
access to those 
records." 
Shactman said 
the White House's 
reluctance to 
release certain 
records about 
newly appointed 
Chief Justice John 
Roberts' opinions 
is an indication 
the president will 
also keep Miers' 
records private. 
Though many 
liberals take issue 
with the nomina- 
tion, Franklin said 
the initial reaction 
from Republicans 
has also been contentious. 
"Conservatives are very concerned 
that she is not a true conservative of 
the [Justice] Scalia or [Justice] Thomas' 
type, which they believe President Bush 
has promised for the last five years," 
Franklin said. "From the point of view 
of liberals, the fact that President Bush 
is picking her certainly means that he at 
least doesn't believe she is a judicial lib- 
eral." 
Democrats also emphasized the fact 
that Miers has never been a judge. 
However, Franklin said it is not 
unusual for a nominee to the Supreme- 
Court to not have experience behind 
the judicial bench, citing the late Chief 
Justice William Rehnquist as the most 
recent justice who didn't have a prior 
position as a judge. 
"It's not at all unprecedented, and it's 
easy to pick out a handful of 20th-cen- 
tury Supreme Court Justices who had 
no prior court experience," Franklin 
said. "But it's certainly a small percent- 
age of all justices, especially if we rule 
out the 19th century when the legal 
system was different." 
Though most past appointees have 
worked as law clerks for the Supreme 
Court or for the Federal Court of 
Appeals, Miers does not have experi- 
ence in either. Franklin added. 
"I don't think the lack of judicial 
experience in it of itself is a barrier, if 
you look at Justice Roberts, he had 
only been on the Federal Appeals 
Court for about two years," Franklin 
said. "It's not as huge of a deal as other 
questions about her background and 
strengths are." 
If Miers' nomination to the high 
court is confirmed, it could mean sig- 
nificant changes to rulings made by the 
court, Shactman said. 
"When Roberts replaced Rehnquist 
you had a very conservative justice 
being replaced by a conservative," 
Shactman said. "And now you have a 
moderate justice who has really been 
the swing vote the last 10 years on the 
Supreme Court being replaced by 
somebody who is probably going to be 
quite a bit more conservative than 
O'Connor." 
t Quote it up! 
"An eye for an eye makes 
the whole world blind." 
-Mahatma Gandhi 
"If everyone demanded 
peace instead of another 
television set, then 
there'd be peace." 
-John Lennon 
"You're not supposed to 
be so blind with patriot- 
ism that you can't face 
reality. Wrong is wrong 
no matter who does it or 
who says it." 
-Malcom X 
EXECUTIVE-IN-RESIDENCE 
WELDON J. WIRICK, HI ON CAMPUS 
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT 
S&K FAMOUS BRANDS, INC. 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER u, 2005 
7 P.M. IN HINER AUDITORIUM 
PUBLIC INVITED - SKATING LIMITED - FRKK ADMISSION 
COLLEGE  OF  BUSINESS   &   ECONOMICS 
LONGWOOD    ^   SUNTRUST 
UNIVERSITY ^Hr       coaronATi SKHMOB 
Would you stop to give 
someone directions? 
If you were walking that way, 
would you guide them? 
What if it was out of your way? 
Two miles. 
Two thousand miles. 
Would you travel that far to 
teach someone? 
To learn something yourself ?- 
Come to an information session 
to leam about the.Peace Corps. 
Peace Corps. 
Life is calling. 
How far will you go? 
800.424.8580 
peacecorps.gov 
Longwood Students 
If you are looking for a rewarding 
opportunity overseas, then 
Peace Corps might be your best 
choice to be immersed in a 
different culture and learn to 
speak another language. 
Information Session 
Thursday, October 6 
6:00 pm - 7:30 pm 
Career Center 
Resource Room 
For additional information contact: 
rmofsowitz@peacecorps.gov 
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This Week in Crime: Alcohol Violations Tops the List 
Kriten Casalenuovo 
Staff Writer 
While Ioingwood students con- 
tinue to consume alcohol recre- 
ationally, many are finding out 
that what seems like harmless fun 
in fact can lead to run-ins with the 
law. 
Since the beginning of the 
school year, forty-two students 
have been issued 
criminal summons 
for alcohol-related 
charges. 
Twenty-three of 
those alcohol related 
charges were for 
underage possession 
or consumption. The second 
most common alcohol violation 
among Longwood students is 
charges of being 
Drunk in Public, also known as 
DIP among law enforcement 
officials. 
So far there have been thirteen 
DIP arrests, some of them are 
accompanied by another charge. 
DUI and Urinating in Public also 
make the list, although these 
charges occur with less frequency. 
Both Farmville and Longwood 
Police   Departments   share   the 
responsibility of addressing alco- 
hol-related incidents, but their 
initiatives differ. 
The Farmville Police has an 
alcohol patrol that cruises the 
streets of Farmville Thursday 
through Saturday nights, specifi- 
cally seeking out inebriated citi- 
zens. 
The Longwood Police don't 
have an alcohol task force, 
although one is not necessarily 
needed 
because 
drunkenness 
tends to 
make its 
presence 
known. 
When 
asked about his feelings on binge 
drinking, Chief Lowe responded 
that his primary concern is for 
the safety of the students. "We 
receive an alarming number of 
calls for people who are over 
intoxicated." 
Often a worried roommate or 
friend makes the call. 
Many times these students are 
so drunk that they cannot even 
answer questions like, "What is 
your name?" or "How old are 
you?" At that point, they are usu- 
ally  taken  to  the   hospital   for 
Forty-two   student* 
have    been    issued 
alcohol-related 
summons. 
S.E.A.L. 
Presents 
The   Citizen  Leader  Series 
Featuring 
Former City Planner of 
Charlottesville, VA, 
Mr. Satyendra 
he role 
y in the 
unity". 
Come share 
that  lead* 
"Develop: 
Wednesday October 10th at 7pm 
Ballroom of the Lankford 
Student Union 
"By showing unity within the 
community, we can show that 
serving is deserving" 
medical care. 
Chief Lowe went on to discuss 
that his department is currently 
addressing the 
issue of how to 
deal with these 
cases, because 
he doesn't 
want to issue 
criminal sum- 
mons to stu- 
dents who are seeking help. 
There is no standard as of yet, 
but most of the time no sum- 
mons are issued. 
Although most students avoid 
criminal prosecution, they don't 
necessarily escape without repri- 
mand. All police reports go to the 
Office of Honor and Judicial 
Programs, who then take judicial 
Twenty-three of those 
alcohol related charges 
were for underage pos- 
session or consumption. 
action. It is still a step up from 
the other alternative, death. 
Chief Lowe asserts that, "it is 
possible for a 
Longwood stu- 
dent to die from 
an alcohol over- 
dose" after see- 
ing the condi- 
tion that some 
students put 
themselves in. 
The Student Handbook's 
alcohol policy is the "three 
strike" rule. First-time alcohol 
violations carry only an admoni- 
tion and referral to an alcohol 
education program, at a cost of 
fifty dollars. 
Criminal charges, however, 
incur  more   severe   penalties. 
Most of time, the judge will issue a 
stiff fine, community service, pro- 
bation, or any combination of the 
three. A DIP arrest also guarantees 
you a night spent in jail. 
Top4Akohol 
(Italians 
L Underage Possession 
or Consumption 
2. Drunk in Public 
3, Driving Under the 
Influence (D.U.I) 
4 Urinating in Public 
Come to the Gubernatorial Video Forum 
The next Virginia governor will decide if 
tuition is affordable, financial aid is available, 
and Longwood is adequately funded. They 
will decide if we grow our economy and have 
decent jobs for recent graduates. 
THIS TUISMf AT 1FM W WI UMM BMM00M 
Brought to you by the SGA and Virgima21 
Hear the Candidates Talk About Your Issues 
Are you interested in... First Meeting of the 
Digging in the dirt:> 
"Learning about Native 
Peter Francisco 
Chapter at Longwood: 
American History in our 
area? Date: Oet 13 at Tpm 
*The Civil War? 
11 earing local experts 
speak about Archaeology 
Location: Runner 215 
Featured Speaker: Dr. 
James Jordan 
and History? Refreshment will be served. 
Walk to coffee shops. 
Walk to restaurants. 
Walk to work. 
Walk to class. 
(And never search for a parking space again.) 
I '^w. a! fPwSai^s '''''c,$fw¥& 
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For tke Week ol October 7tk - 13tk 
Friday the 7th      Saturday the 8th    Monday the 10th Thursday the 13th 
Oktoberfest 2005! Oktoberfest 200.5! 
Theatre: An 
Evening of 
One-Acts 
8 p.m. 
Jarmen Auditorium 
3$ LU Students 
6$ LU Faculty/Staff 
8$ General Public 
Happy Birthday to 
Nathan!! And belat- 
ed to Amanda 
Fall Citizen Leader 
Series: What Makes a 
Community 
7 p.m. 
SU Ballroom 
Math/Computer Science Colloquium: 
Matthew Peters 
4-5 p.m. 
Ruffner 356 
Women's Soccer vs 
Francis Marion 
3 p.m. 
Lancer Field 
Tuesday the 11th 
Sunday the 9th 
Theatre: An 
Evening of 
One-Acts 
8 p.m. 
Jarmen Auditorium 
3$ LI'Students 
6.$ IV Faculty/Staff 
8$ Genera] Public 
Men's Soccer vs 
Liberty 
6 p.m. 
Lancer Field 
Women's Soccer vs 
Mount St Mary's 
4 p.m. 
Lancer Field 
Theatre: An 
Evening of 
One-Acts 
8 p.m. 
Jarmen Auditorium 
3$ LU Students 
6$ LU Faculty/Staff 
8$ General Public 
6pm: Virginia21 
Interest Meeting 
6 p.m. 
SI) Ballroom 
Wednesday 
the 12th 
Tongue iii Clieek 
Alumni: 
Class of 1947 
Luncheon 
Nance R(x>m 
ByEttie Woodruff 
I. TW «W*t is !*A t»A - *5Trtf*,n 
as 
a 
o 
O 
s- 
O 
C9. 
Things I Like to See #24: Sly Questions on a Midterm 
r fines (March 21-flpril 19) Aries, get your hand out of your pants. You keep forget- ting to pull down the blind. 
TatirUS (April 20-Moy 20) 
Seeing red this weekend, 
Taurus? Don't worry, Color 
Wars only happens once a year. a 
% 
Gemini (May 21-june 20 
You're of two minds of everything 
this weekend, Gemini. But you can 
always hold a drink in each hand. 
Cancer (tune 22-juiy 22) 
Cancer, don't forget to wear 
sunscreen. No need to be a 
self-fulfilling prophecy. 
a lsgO (July 23-flugU*l 22) You think you're the "mane" attraction this weekend, but chances are we won't be seeing you on stage. 
\?irgO (flugu*l 23-5>ept. 22) 
Excellent job Virgo! You 
have successfully changed 
your sign to "Stop". 
TIP 
Isibra (Sept. 22-ociobcr 2.3) 
Libra, Libra, Libra. Get off the 
scale and stop worrying so 
much. You only live once! 
§COrpiO (Ocl. 24-Nov. 21) 
Scorpio, as funny as you think 
your stinging repartee is, you're 
only shooting yourself in the foot. 
Chill out. 
ui 
* 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-©«. 20 
We have disturbing news, O 
Sagittarius, of elephant infesta- 
tions in yout bathroom this week- 
end. Pink elephants. Get fly paper. 
Capricorn me. 22-jen. 19) 
Hopscotch was great when you 
were a kid, Capricorn. Now that 
you're a grown up, we highly rec- 
comend regular scotch. 
% 
flquariu§<j6n.2o-Feb.i8) 
Aquarius! Amuse your friends by put- 
ting your foot in your mouth again. If 
you keep practicing, you'll be Umber 
enough for advanced gymnastics. 
piseeS(reb.l9-Mareh20) 
Going in circles, dear Pisces? Time to 
check your rudder. Word his it there's 
a monkey on your back. No doubt its 
worked its way into your steering * 
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Those before us have challenged us to seize 
the day. We at ["he Rotunda now challenge 
you to do the same. Capture an instance in 
your life, using around 100 words or less. 
thai Ims made a lifelong impression. Please 
e-mail I In- Km IIIKI.I with your responses or 
.i m   <i nr \ / iiin s • riir ii it if <i </ /on ii II (><><./. ri/u. 
Cctt?pe Mew 
Last weekend, I visited my 
friend Hank in Norfolk. I figured 
we were going to the beach 
when he told me to bring my 
bathing suit. I had no idea... 
When I arrived, he was hitch- 
ing his boat to his Jeep, and I 
found out we were going to 
wakeboard. The last time I had 
been pulled by a boat, I was 12, 
on skis, and I wasn't able to pop 
out of the water. 
After my friends performed like 
rock stars on the waves, it was 
my turn. Strapped to the board, 
wading in the water, I prayed to 
God to let me achieve this feat. 
By the fourth try, I had popped 
out of the water, and enjoyed an 
incredible ride. God \s amazing. 
"The Soap Box BigHitior 
Student and Faculty Writers 
Alex Slorz 
Suij I' "■'" 
Wal-Mart, fast food, cats, and 
pirates: these were just some of 
the sources of inspiration at last 
week's Creative Writing event 
titled "The Soap Box." 
It was a colorful gathering of 
some of the English and 
Creative Writing professors and 
students in the Lancer Cafe. 
The night's M.C., Creative 
Writing student Tanner Keith 
charmingly introduced each 
author as they presented their 
pieces. 
There was an interesting mix 
of students and faculty" reading 
some of their poems, excerpts 
from fiction, or non-fiction to 
the public. 
"Having to read my poetry 
right after Dr. [Craig] 
Challender read his - yeah, I was 
nervous," said I-eslie Smith, a 
Creative Writing graduate stu- 
dent. "It's not the first time I've 
had to read after a professor, 
though." 
While a few students felt the 
same way, the total effect of 
having students read among 
the faculty was a positive one. 
"I   felt   like  while   we   were 
maybe   a  little  more  nervous, 
the students' poetry was seen in 
a    different 
light.       We 
were among 
peers,     and 
the    overall 
effect     was 
that our 
poetry was 
taken more 
mature lv," 
some buzz about the new 
Creative Writing Department 
that is a new concentration 
within the English major," and 
open a way for the students to 
express themselves in a cre- 
ative forum. 
"We are hoping to do more 
of these in the future," Reed 
added. 
It  was  a   nice 
A CHILD'S GAME 
by Leslie Smith 
Duck 
We sit in a circle, 
the song oj words 
punctuated only by the 
space 
between children... 
S  m  i   t  I 
added. 
Dr. Chene Heady read a 
sample of his non-fiction - an 
essay dealing with fast food and 
Pentecostal punk rockers. 
English major Lauren Reed 
said, "We just wanted to start 
change of 
atmosphere for 
the students con- 
gregating in the 
cafe. 
"It was a nice 
escape from the 
stress of school 
to just chill out 
and listen to 
some poetry," remarked senior 
Joe Daly. 
As part of the plan to host 
more Creative Writing events, 
the Soap Box staff hopes to 
move its location to areas in 
the community. 
LETTER 1 cont'd p.l 
Starting next week, video of 
the Forum will become the cen- 
terpiece of a statewide "Swing 
Generation Campaign," encour- 
aging young voters at 
Virginia's colleges and 
universities to learn 
about the candidates, 
become informed on 
the issues, and vote 
this November. 
It's playing here at 
Ixjngwood Tuesday, 
October 11 at 7 pm in 
the Student Union Ballroom. 
There will be an information ses- 
sion about Virginia21, an advoca- 
cy group for the 
Commonwealth's young voters 
which cosponsored last week's 
forum, at 6 pm. 
With innovative technology 
and a new approach, Virginia21 is 
remaking the face of youth voting 
drives. 
Rather than taking the tradi- 
tional route of encouraging us to 
vote for the simple sake of vot- 
ing, their successes over the past 
two years - helping students get 
cheaper textbooks, improving 
campus   safety,   and   increasing 
krisim Casalenuovo 
financial aid to make sure a col- 
lege education stays affordable, 
just to name a few - clearly 
demonstrates that political 
involvement can have some 
pretty distinct advantages. 
There are hundreds oj thou- 
sands oj students and mil- 
lions oj Virginia jamilies who 
depend on the Commonwealth 
to keep its promises in the 
public-private partnership oj 
higher education. 
More than your average 
forms-on-a-clipboard voting 
drive, Virginia21 uses t-shirts, 
flyers, posters, and most impor- 
tantly, a state-of-the-art online 
action center 
the Associated Press wrote last 
year, "college political activism 
at the dawn of the 21st century." 
There are hundreds of thou- 
sands of students and millions 
of Virginia families who depend 
on the Commonwealth to keep 
its promises in the public-private 
partnership of higher education. 
Yet the General Assembly 
remains   delinquent   on   their 
obligation to Virginia families, 
pushing the dream of a college 
education and its benefits to 
Virginia's economy further away 
each day. 
A college degree is increasingly 
important in the 21st century's 
global economy. In order to attract 
high-paying high-tech jobs, 
Virginia must maintain an afford- 
able and accessible system of high- 
er education. 
A little less than a year ago, 
Lynchburg Delegate Preston 
Bryant wrote that no one should 
be surprised "if during primaries 
and general elections you see col- 
lege students in greater numbers in 
tficvoring booths beside you." 
It seems Delegate Bryant was a 
bit ahead of his time. At last week's 
forum, the candidates for governor 
nearly tripped over themselves to 
announce their support for higher 
education. 
One of these men will be the 
next Governor of Virginia. Now 
that they've pledged to support 
young voters, it's up to the next 
generation of Virginia's leaders to 
hold them to their promise. 
- Kristcn A Casalenuovo 
Ta^e A Trip To Buseb prefers 
TV St4 
sponsoring 
Senior Class are 
ens or October 
Cost is 20| and includes ticket and Us ride. 
Tickets are on sale in tfie f\ee Area of the Student 
Union, from 8:30 a.m. - 4":30 p.m. starting 
^ondav), October 3rd. 
Sign-ups end Octcfjer '9th at \2 p.fr^ 
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Movie Review: The City of Lost Children 
Alex Storz 
Staff Writer 
1 am a man who loves foreign 
films. I'm also that kind of guy 
that could watch either a Fellini 
film or fang F* Hustle and equally 
enjoy the two. 
I'm also a guy who loves any- 
thing weird or creative (well, not 
too weird, that would be weird). 
In this case, I lead you to Jean- 
Pierre Jeunet, a french director 
with a taste for the eccentric and 
the whimsical. 
Having loved both Delicatessen 
and Amelie, I thought I'd give this 
a good how'd-ya-do. 
Krank, a mad (and ugly) scien- 
tist, cannot dream. With the help 
of his henchmen the Cyclops' 
and a few clones, he kidnaps chil- 
dren to steal their dreams. 
A quiet, carnival strong man, 
by the name of One, goes on a 
hunt to save his little brother 
who was taken by the Cyclops', 
but not without the help of a 
street-sawy orphan named 
Miette. 
As I said before, I enjoy the 
work of Jean-Pierre Jeunet (hell, 
even Alien: Resurrection had its 
moments), but this one felt a bit 
off. 
I am used to the love story 
that Jean-Pierre does in his 
films, but this felt disjointed. 
Normally the love-angle in Jean- 
Pierre's films is very sweet and 
easy to roll with, but the love 
interest between One and Miette 
was very flawed. 
One is immature in the mind, 
while Miette is immature physi- 
cally, now although I can see 
where they were going with it, it 
came off as immature and at 
Student Pnotograpnu Skow. 
Adam Dugger 
Kristina Johnson 
Staff Writer 
Senior Adam Duggcr's pho- 
tography is going to be on dis- 
play in Bedford until October 
14th. 
Dugger would like to thank 
Mr. Brief and the LCVA for 
their help and for borrowed 
materials for his display. 
Dugger said, ** I thought we 
had a good turn-out for our 
reception, and I'd like to thank 
everyone who came out" 
Dugger's pieces tried to focus 
on visually interpreting body 
language. Everything from the 
environment surrounding 
individuals to the clothes they 
wear affects people's percep- 
tions of one another. 
Dugger intentionally has the 
images out of focus and face- 
less in order to simplify the 
picture. 
By removing the back- 
ground, the observer can 
focus on the natural, untainted 
body language and develop a 
unique interpretation. 
units, laughably creepy. 
Also, the film felt like it was jug- 
gling so many sub-plots and char- 
acters so the film became repetitive 
(not good). 
This made the movie seem 
longer than it actually is which 
made me ache to use the fast for 
ward button (really not good). 
Because of this, some questions 
were unanswered; what happened 
to the rest of the Cyclops'? 
With the film being so all-over- 
the-place, I couldn't really invest in 
any of the characters. 
There was also something that 
specifically annoyed me; some 
movies will exploit some really 
cool concept by using it so much, 
that it becomes predictable and 
boring (like the mask bit in Mission 
Impossible II). 
In this case, it was circus fleas 
(you read that nght). 
However, there were some 
points that made this a memorable 
watch. 
First and foremost, the imagen 
is the film's biggest 
advantage. Everything 
from the look of the 
characters, the set 
design, and the cos- 
tumes was intriguing; it 
was all a creative cross 
of old Kuropean styles 
and malicious machines. 
The story itself was a 
unique fairy tale, albeit 
not perfecdy executed, 
but still interesting, 
sweet, and original. 
I also appreciated the 
twisted and random 
humor that has now 
become a trademark of 
Jean-Pierre Jeunet (all 
about the baby burp). 
Cinematography-wise, 
the film sported some 
excellent visuals and 
colors. A perfect exam- 
ple would have to be 
the Cyclops' layer; the wide-shots 
and brownish-red filters turned it 
into a nightmarishly industrial 
scene. 
I've always had a soft-spot for 
Ron Perlman (that's Hellboy to 
you and me), and this film was no 
exception. 
His portrayal of One had 
admirable gende-giant complex, 
and he had a noble, if not simple 
quality that made me root for 
him. 
Judith Vittet did well with the 
material given, but I didn't think 
her character Miette was all too 
intriguing or interesting. 
She reminded me of a child 
from a John Hughes movie who 
is wise beyond their years (except 
she spoke French). 
Then again, it is a fairy tale, so 
maybe I'm being over critical (no, 
not me, never). 
Jean-Pierre Jeunet regular, 
Dominique Pinon, did a bang-up 
job as the clones and the sea her- 
mit. 
He has a foolish charm that 
brought a smile to my face on 
more than one occasion. I had a 
blast watching Jean-Claude 
Dreyfus (he rocked in 
Delicatessen) as the washed-up, 
boozed-out, flea-master circus 
performer. 
He took a small role and 
turned it into a sympathetic, 
heroic, and memorable part of 
the film. 
Although not one of Jean- 
Pierre Jeunet's greatest achieve- 
ments, this diddy is still worth 
checking out, if not for the visu- 
als and characters. 
For those that didn't dig 
Amelie, steer clear of this specta- 
cle. 
For those of you that did or 
like something a little different, 
by all means dive in. 
Bring food though, it's a long 
frickin' movie. 
Spring Break 2006! 
Travel with CTJ• America'/ 
# I Student Tour Operator 
lo Jamaica. Caneun. 
flcapulco. Bahama/ and 
Florida, flow hiring on-cam- 
pu/ rep/. 
Coll for group di/count/. 
Information/Re/ervalion/ 
1-800-648-4849 
or uiuiui./t/trovel.com. 
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Midlothian Students Plau Appears on Longwood s Main Stage 
Kent Booty 
A play written by Alex 
Odom, a Longwood University 
sophomore from Midlothian, 
will be performed on the uni- 
versity's main stage in October. 
Banana In My Cereal, a come- 
dy, is one of four one-act come- 
dies that comprise the first pro- 
duction of the university's 
2005-2006 theatre season, An 
Evening of One-Acts, which will 
be presented Oct. 5-9 in Jarman 
Auditorium. 
"In my eight years here, the 
only student-written play we've 
performed on the main stage 
was a children's theater play 
about six years ago," said Dr. 
Gene Muto, professor of the- 
atre, who is directing Odom's 
plav and also The Whole Shebang 
by Rich Orloff. 
Banana In My Cereal, a   30- 
minute play that features 15 
characters ("some are just 
ensemble roles," Odom said), 
is about a strug- 
gling poet and 
identity theft. 
"This is the 
first play I've ever 
written," said 
Odom, a theatre 
major. "I started 
writing it near the 
end of my senior 
year in high 
school and never 
thought it would 
be performed. I 
kind of wrote it 
for myself. I hand- 
ed it to someone 
Alpha     Psi in 
Omega (honorary 
theatre fraternity), 
for possible use in the (stu- 
dent-run) Studio Theatre. I 
waited months and didn't hear 
anything, so 1 gave it to Gene 
Muto, who ended up liking it. 
"I go to every rehearsal and to 
the production 
meetings," he 
added. "It's 
been a good 
experience, 
and I've 
learned a lot." 
Odom is a 
work-study 
student in the 
theatre pro- 
gram's scene 
shop and 
appeared in 
two produc- 
tions on the 
Studio Theatre 
stage last year, 
The Skin of Our 
Teeth and 
Martin the Magnificent. "And I've 
been on 'run crews,' doing sound 
and  construction   and  the  like. 
Alex    Odom,    creator   of 
Banana in my Cereal. 
Picture FrovidtJ by III PuWic Relations 
I'm a 'tech' guy, and I act." 
He has written two more plays. 
"Alpha Psi Omega has contacted 
me about one of them, A Stone 
Face Killer, another comedy, 
which they want to produce for 
the Studio Theatre, possibly in 
November," he said. 
Odom is a graduate of Blessed 
Sacrament-Huguenot High 
School and is the son of Angela 
and Kenny Odom. "I'm studying 
theatre as a background in writ- 
ing. I'm thinking of double- 
majoring in communications. 
Before corning here I had been 
interested primarily in journal- 
ism." 
The other two productions in 
An Evening of One-Acts, Anton 
Chekhov's The Brute and The 
Fifteen Minute Hamlet by Tom 
Stoppard, are being directed by 
another I-ongwood student. Brad 
Tuggle, a senior from 
Midlothian. 
Quote it up! 
"I shot an arrow 
into the sky, 
and it stuck." 
-Los Angeles 
Graffiti 
"Three o'clock is 
always too late or 
too early for 
anything you 
want to do." 
-Jean-Paul Sartre 
Nausea (1938) 
"Vendredi" 
"But, life, life! How 
I long to take you 
in my arms and 
crush you out!" 
-Virginia Woolf 
Diaries 
(©TOYOTA 
® TOYOTA 
ANY NEW TOYOTA OF YOUR CHOICE 
i   AS A COLLEGE GRAD. YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE! 
NOT ALL CUSTOMERS WILL QUALIFY. CUSTOMERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS .EASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITLED "0Y0T 
_ MODELSTHROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA DEALERS AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES SEE DEALER::; DETA LS COLLEGE GRADUATE 
PROGRAMISS&E:": CHANGE DRTERMINA 
MACPHER80N STRUT FRONT SUSPENSION 
♦ AM/FM/CD WITH 6 SPEAKERS 
♦ 1.8-LITER 170 HP ENGINE 
♦ SIDE ROCKER PANELS 
t 38MPGHWY 
= YOUR NEW CAR 
A8 SHOWN    17,360 
'EPA ESTIMATED MPG FOR 2005 COROLLAS MODEL 1812 4 SPEED AUTO. ACTUAL MILEAGE MAY VARY. "MSRP FOR 2006 SPORT MODEL 1812 EXCLUDING TAX, TAGS AND UCENSE FEES. DEALER SETS F 
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Longwood Gets a 
Face Lift and 
a New Image 
ScY»«\oerv ^'« m'icV*  oon. 
Caitlin Dineen 
Opinion Editor 
Longwood is stepping into a new 
light and updating its image. 
Longwood has joined forces with 
Carter Ryley Thomas, a 
Richmond public relations and 
marketing firm, to develop aware- 
ness of Longwood with 
"Generation Y." 
According to an article 
appearing in an upcoming issue 
of Longwood Magazine, this 
generation of 14 to 18 year- 
olds value "individuality, iPods, 
and a stable career." 
To reach this audience, 
Carter Ryley Thomas is working 
to spread the word about 
Longwood through radio, admis- 
sions information, and other 
forms of print advertising. 
The goal of these advertise- 
ments is to draw prospective stu- 
dents to the recently created 
"Why Longwood?" website. 
"Discover the Power in You," the 
slogan leading this campaign, is 
being promoted around campus 
through banners and other means 
of advertising 
to discover the power in you." 
According to the article, 
"Longwood offers the ideal 
learning experience for students 
seeking a small college experi- 
ence, strong academics and a fac- 
ulty dedicated to their success." 
In addition to printed adver- 
tisements on Longwood's 
prospective student page, are 
ideas of future advertisement 
ploys and attempts to make 
Longwood appealing. 
"...Longwood is the place 
to discover the power in 
you." 
-Dr. Cormier 
The slogan started to take 
shape last winter, through infor- 
mation gathered through inter- 
views, surveys, and focus groups 
to determine what Longwood 
offers to all who are affiliated 
with it. 
"We have an unmistakable 
energy on campus," Dr. Patricia 
Cormier, president of Ix>ngwood 
University, has been reported as 
saying. "Our transition to 
Division I athletics, the construc- 
tion of new student and commu- 
nity facilities and the launching of 
a new admissions website makes 
this the perfect time to communi- 
cate that Longwood is the place 
Programs like the 
"Longwood Real life," a show 
that involves five students and 
their personal cameras and what 
happens to the average 
Longwood student in the every- 
day, and "Longwood Show," a 
news and entertainment show 
arc ran, written, directed, and 
produced by Longwood stu- 
dents. 
Be sure to look out for the 
upcoming first episode <>f the 
Longwood Show" on October 
17th. The first season of 
"Longwood Real Life" 
is coming soon too. 
Along with reaching 
out to prospective sm 
dents, Carter Ryley 
Thomas is working to 
promote the school's transition 
into Division 1 sports. 
The freshening of our image 
is to let people see the "power in 
longwood sports," said the arti- 
cle. 
With this in mind, students 
can expect to see a newer version 
of the beloved Lancer sometime 
this winter. 
Dr. Cormier said, summing up 
the campaign, "Best of all, it 
defines and differentiates 
Longwood's mission in the mar- 
ketplace - to provide the tools 
students need for success, how- 
ever thev define it." 
"ITS BEEN ANNOUNCED 
THAT THE HRST STARBUCKS 
HAS BEEN R£OPENED IN 
NEW ORLEANS RESIDENTS 
WERE THANKFUL, AND SAIL} 
QUOTE, "WE MAY HAVE LOST 
OUR HOMES, BUT AT LEAST 
WE CAN START PAYING FIVE 
DOLLARS FOR A CUP OF 
COFFEE AGAIN" 
- CONAN O'BRIEN 
. 
..■tare T*e NeMiW'lW C«— ***** 
casuri Dirmg  Private WWs of the 
Catering 
ANNE SIMBOLI 
(4341 592-1566 
201B Mil! street 
Farmville. Virginia 23901 
students 
a belated 
welcome 
back! 
PREVENT IT! 
Don't miss class! 
Get a flu shot! 
Beginning Monday October 24: 
Mil UXATMMI TM 
-.•_..   •■?. • :M*»*W   Jll :: M    : r 
<«a>r Ox a **f— C—"w» **— It »-><§ 
»IWMH on H M«W -•*»*•/*•* IMMQ* 
'i»~». On. II WM* IM ItJH » 
w* CM it :-«»««t» »] il 90    1 * 
RM4*CHH *•»""■ • 
ran ******* <0«*o«*« wm ■■gum ■■■■) -    aM.nu 
My at CMtotartng an* Mnt yaw raoaiyrj 
Questions?   Call 395-2102 
LONGWOOD 
The Career Center will Help You With 
Every Step Along the Way.... 
Workshops 
Oct. 5      "~ Genworth Financial 
Career Center, 6:30-7:30 pm 
_ ~ — Oct. 10 Ferguson Enterprises 
Career Center, 6-7:30 pm 
Oct. 12        Elk Hill 
Career Center, 7-8 pm 
Oct. 26        Richmond Police Department 
Dining Hall, 10-2 pm 
Employeers Want YOU... 
Submit your resumes through LancerTRAK 
Oct. 1 Target, Executive Team Leader (Assistant Store Manager 
Positions) 
Oct. 4John Hancock Financial Services, Marketing Representative 
Positions 
Oct. 4 — Auditor of Public Accountants, Auditor positions 
Oct. 13 - Goodman & Company, Audit & Tax positions 
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Speaker 
BoX 
Activities Update 
The Lovely Ladies of Alpha Kappa 
Alpha Sorority Incorporated will be 
participating in the Breast Cancer Walk 
on October 16, 2005 in Byrd Park in 
Richmond, VA. They are currently 
accepting donations to give to the cause. 
For more information please contact 
Sheyl Davis at scdavis@longwood.edu. 
October 11th Is national comins out 
day. Crook Commons will be decorated 
with comins out stories and other deco- 
rations. All stories must be no more 
than / > words. If interested Please 
e-mail inn >/i» nlail.H now < d.edu. 
During the 
Weekend of 
Okloberfe/t. 
flPHC will he/1 o 
party on 
Saturday. 
October 8th, in 
lller Gym. 
fldmis/ion \i 
$5.00. 
Are you interested in... 
* Learning about 
other countries! 
*Making new friends! 
*Helping out those 
who don't know the 
United States very well! 
* Learning about other cultures! 
* Being a friend and a mentor 
to an International student! 
*Traveling and going 
to cool places with an 
Internationa! student! 
* Rooming with an 
International student! 
Be an International Buddy, and 
you could develop a friendship 
with an international student that 
could last a lifetime! 
If you are interested in being an interna- 
tional buddy, please contact Lonnie 
Calhoun at calhounli@longwood.edu or 
Ashley Greene at 
avgreene@longwood.edu 
or visit the website: 
http://www.longwood.edu/mcaffairs/IS 
BP info.htm 
If you are interested in having an 
International Student as a roommate, 
contact Lonnie Calhoun at 
calhounli@longwood.edu. 
A Lite oi Studies: 
Ashtrays Needed 
Matt Pricket 
Shtf Writer 
The Cunningham's experienced 
a mystery far greater than who 
killed Mr. Body. Last Thursday, 
our ashtrays disappeared. 
Was it the Surgeon General 
in the Butt Hut with the Keep 
America Beautiful Campaign? 
Who knows? All I know is 
that my limited social life has 
been considerably severed. 
I remember the days when I 
would take a break and catch up 
on other smoker's lives around 
the charred, tobacco scent of 
the ashtrays. Those days are 
gone. 
Now when I smoke, I'm 
alone most of the time. There's 
no reason to stay in the hut 
The few smokers who use 
the hut have resorted to piling 
up cigarette butts in the center 
of the floor. 
Now, even smokers think this 
is nasty, including those of us 
who have lowered ourselves to 
polluting our second home. 
But I guess this is what hap- 
pens when resources are taken 
away from students. 
We fall. We become lazy. 
We're too busy studying, work- 
ing, fighting with Financial Aid, 
and trying to figure out which 
FAB takes us to the ABC store. 
It's no use asking questions, 
or seeing if there's an available 
ashtray. Littering is just easier. 
Almost as easy as I'm sure it 
was deciding to remove the ash- 
trays. 
We can't be bothered by what 
effects our actions may have. So 
for now we sit, smoke, throw 
our butts on the ground, and 
wait for someone to complain. 
'It's so disgusting out there!" 
Trust me, it wasn't that dis- 
gusting when there was a place 
to throw filters. 
And what about one of those 
tacky pyramid ashtrays every 
four feet? Can we get one of 
those? 
There sure are enough 
around campus. I saw one the 
other   day   behind   a   bush. 
Honestly,  the   squirrels  can  put 
their peanuts somewhere else. 
I'm told over and over again that 
Longwood doesn't hate smokers; 
they hate cigarette butts all over 
the ground. 
Well, if it was Longwood that 
did remove the ashtrays, then 
they've just caused the issue they 
hate so much: littering. Obviously 
this campus believes that smokers 
are lazy. 
(Again, I reference the ridicu- 
lous number of pyramid ashtrays 
and the minuet distance between 
them.) 
Well, if you believe we're lazy, 
we're going to act lazy. If you 
believe we are disgusting and liter, 
then we are going to liter. Is that 
mature? 
No, "but it's very much 
American. So as I sit in the 
Cunningham's Butt Hut and finish 
the first cigarette of the day, I 
debate with myself. Should I walk 
to the nearest ashtray, or just throw 
the filter on the floor? 
I twirl the Camel filter in my fin- 
gers and went against everything I 
ever learned about protecting the 
environment. Instead I took a 
more political approach. I 
dropped the butt on the floor and 
stomped it out. 
Not because I'm disgusting or 
lazy, but because that's how I'm 
seen. 
I littered in protest to every per- 
son who gives me a dirty look, to 
the offensive distance between 
those ashtrays which have turned 
the campus into a metallic Cairo, 
and to that annoying cultural voice 
that tells me I'm in some way 
belong normal society. 
It's a subtle protest, and one 
most people one get.   But, hey, I 
didn't start it. 
* * * 
After finishing this article I 
stepped outside to find that in the 
hour I spend writing, an ashtray 
was put in the Cunningham's Butt 
Hut 
Honestly, I'm too tired to write 
another article, so I'm going to go 
with that I made some sort of dif- 
ference on campus. Just trying to 
be a Citizen Leader. 
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Women s Soccer Loses Shootout to Coastal Carolina 
Kyle Martin 
Sports Editor 
The Longwood women's soccer 
team lost their seventh straight 
match last Thursday in a high 
scoring contest to the 
Chanticleers of Coastal Carolina 
University (CCU) 6-4. 
When asked if the match was 
winnable, senior captain Melissa 
Gary replied, "Without a doubt." 
The Lancers got off to a quick 
start against CCU in the match 
when freshman forward Brooke 
Brumby netted her shot past 
Chanticleer keeper Jaclyn Stoll at 
the 3:07 mark giving Ix>ngwood a 
1-0 lead. 
The advantage was short-lived 
as the I^ancer defense failed to 
contain Coastal Carolina's Blair 
Monroe. Just 7:43 into the 
match, CCU mid-fielder Jenna 
Anderson placed a free kick over 
the Longwood defense to team- 
mate Leah Hackman. Hackman 
dropped the ball off to Monroe 
who shot past Longwood keeper 
Heather Storrie for the goal. 
Monroe netted the next two 
scores over a 24-minute span to 
push the Chanticleer edge to 3-1. 
After 44 minutes of play, 
CCU's offense continued the 
assault when freshman defend- 
er/mid-fielder Alyssa Hunt cut a 
pass from the far sideline to 
teammate Kristina Fisher in 
midfield. 
Fisher took aim and nailed her 
strike past Longwood's Storrie 
and into the left corner of the 
net for a 4-1 lead. 
Coastal Carolina tallied one 
final goal just before halftime to 
lead the Lancers 5-1 at intermis- 
sion. 
"Unfortunately, they made 
every shot they took," Cary said. 
"They had a golden touch." 
In the period, CCU needed 
only 6 shots-on-goal for their 5 
scores, while the Lancers had 2 
shots-on-goal. Longwood held 
the advantage in corner kicks 3- 
2, but they also held the advan- 
tage in fouls 7-2. 
At the break. Dyer took time 
to address the defensive break- 
down with his team. 
"I told them at the half [that 
the CCU offensive players] were 
flying past us like we were stand- 
ing still," Dyer said. "We just had 
to do a better job of stopping the 
ball or slow it down." 
After allowing 5 goals in the 
period, Dyer made the decision 
to bench starting keeper Storrie 
and replaced her with sophomore 
Anne Whitmore. 
"Our stardng keeper had given 
up five goals," Dyer said. "It was 
an easy call." 
In the second half, the Lancers 
hoped to erase the drastic deficit 
for the comeback win, but CCU 
pressed their advantage. 
The Chanticleers netted their 
final goal of the contest at 51:43, 
when CCU's Rachel Devine made 
a quick pass to teammate Bobbie 
Parsons who tallied a goal past 
I-ongwood's Whitmore. 
Trailing 6-1, Longwood started 
an offensive march sparked by 
Cary. At 54:12, Car)' netted the 
Lancer's second goal of the game 
by launching a bending corner 
kick over the head Chanticleer 
keeper Stoll for a 6-2 score. 
In less than 2 minutes, the 
Lancers added another goal after 
Cary placed a free kick to team- 
mate Katie Young in front of the 
net. 
Young dropped the ball back 
to mid-fielder Anna Gravely who 
made a graceful sliding kick for 
the score. 
I-ongwood then tallied their 
third straight goal in a 5-minute 
span after freshman mid-fielder 
Beth Shade scored by netting a 
loose ball into CCU's net. 
Although they trimmed the 
deficit to two goals, the Lancers 
were unable to complete the mir- 
acle rally and lost to Coastal 
Carolina by a 6-4 final. 
"We definitely outplayed 
them," Carey said. "We have to 
learn from our mistakes. We tend 
to start playing our hardest when 
we are down and it's too little too 
late." 
For the match. Coastal 
Carolina's Monroe led all scorers 
with 3 goals while teammate Jill 
Karelitz had a game-high two 
assists. Longwood's combination 
of Brumby, Car)-, Gravely, and 
Shade provided the scoring while 
Whitmore made 4 saves in the 
second half. 
The loss snaps a streak of 5 
one-goal games for the I>ancers, 
giving them an overall record of 
2-8. 
Big South Conference member 
Coastal Carolina improves to 9-3 
prior to their match with 
Charleston Southern. /' 
Longwood continues its Ijinne 
stand Saturday at 3:00 p.m. 
against Francis Marion. 
Although the 2005 season has 
been marred by close losses, the 
Lancers hope to use the three 
straight home games to find the 
cure to their losing streak. 
"Coach said losing is conta- 
gious," Car>' stated. "But so is 
winning." 
Men s Rugby Earns Shutout Over Richmond 
John Graham 
Ri4gby Coach ■?
The sun was bright, the field at 
the Fuqua School was ready and 
the rugby team was ready to play 
it home opener against the 
University of Richmond Spiders. 
A crowd of about 300 specta- 
tors, many of them parents of 
the players, attended the game 
and were treated to great rugby 
by the Lancers. 
Richmond plays in a higher 
competitive division than 
Longwood and it has been a 
number of years since Lingwood 
has been able to compete with 
Richmond. 
This day belonged to 
1 />ngwood. 
In the first ten minutes 
Longwood was still feeling out 
the opposition. 
Play focused on the middle of 
the field with neither side advanc- 
ing or gaining an advantage in 
field position. 
With set plays from scrums 
and line-outs not working very 
well, the superior speed and tack- 
ling of the Longwood backs 
began to counter-attack and the 
first score came at the 11 minute 
mark by Scott Zavrel. 
The    conversion    by   Tonv 
Patrick  Cor ham prepares for 
kick-off. 
Picture taken by Emily drove 
Soules made the score 7-0 for the 
home side. 
After that, the floodgates 
opened. Richmond was defense- 
less against Longwood's continu- 
ous forays into the Richmond 
half of the field. 
Fly-Half Pat Gorham directed 
the offense. He 
scored a try and the 
backfield responded 
with two more 
scores from Eric 
Dodd and Donald 
I.amar. 
Soules found his 
kicking range to 
convert all three 
tries and ran the 
halftime score to 
28-0. 
In contrast to the previous two 
wins where the forwards wore 
down the opposition in rucks and 
mauls, this game was highlighted 
by probing runs, exceptional ball 
handling and fierce tackling. 
Second half played slowed 
down some but Longwood con- 
tinued to apply pressure and play 
superior defense. 
At one point, Ix>ngwood was 
forced to play with only 14 play- 
ers and while Richmond pres- 
sured, they unable to penetrate 
the defense for a score. 
Soules added one penalty kick 
to make the final score 31-0. 
Unfortunately, Richmond was 
short of players and 
played their 'A' side 
again and handed the 
Longwood 'B' side a 
defeat of 19-0. 
Byron Trafton 
continued his good 
play but the B side 
was outmatched in 
their effort. 
The scheduled 
match with 
Hampden-Sydney 
was forfeited by HSC and that 
puts Longwood at 4-0 for the sea- 
son. 
During this stretch, Longwood 
has outscored its opponents 72- 
10. 
The team has also qualified to 
play in the Ed Lee Cup to be held 
in Richmond on November 5. 
The Ed Lee Cup is held annu- 
ally to determine the champions 
of the Virginia Rugby Union 
(VRU). 
Longwood will be at the tour- 
nament to defend its VRU 
Championship from 2004. 
And get a FREE T-SHIRT too! 
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Player Profiles: Senior Spotlights 
Julie Price 
1) Field hockey often isn't available before high school, or 
even at a lot of high schools. What did you play before hock- 
ey and why did you choose to pick up a stick once you got to 
high school? 
-- I played field hockey in middle school and started in 8th grade. 
The reason I played was because all my friends have played and I 
thought it would be cool. I was a big-time soccer player, playing 
with my travel team/WAGS for years. 1 basically did it to keep in 
shape for that! 
2) How many years have you been playing field hockey? 
— This is my ninth year. 
3) Who is your "sports hero" and why? 
-- This is going to sound really gay, but 1 like Rudy (Daniel Ruttiger, the football player for 
Notre Dame) only because he didn't give up no matter what, and I really try to strive and 
have that attitude. 
4) Who has influenced you the most throughout your life, and why? 
- Probably my parents. They were definitely always there for me and coming to all the 
games, especially when I was younger. They were the typical soccer parents. 
5) What is the most important thing you've learned at Longwood, on or off the 
field? 
-- That no matter what happens with anything you do, nothing is fair, but you have to keep 
up doing your best because in turn that will get you somewhere. May not be where you had 
intended at first, but you will end up being stronger and better than you were before. 
6) Lastly, give a comment about your fellow graduates: 
~ If I were to do it indivdually, it would be the same, so this goes for all of them (Marina, 
Echo, Shannon, Sarah, and Lexy): I have been with these girls for 3 and 4 years now. They 
have come more than just friends; they are like my family now. 
Sarah Hitchings 
1) Field hockey often isn't available before high school, or even 
at a lot of high schools. What did you play before hockey and 
why did you choose to pick up a stick once you got to high 
school? 
— I played soccer when I was little; I played keeper. I sucked, heh. 
The only reason 1 started to play hockey was because of my older 
sisters who played. I started to play in 6th grade. 
2)How many years have you been playing field hockey? 
- 10 years. 
3) Who is your "sports hero" and why? 
- Leigh, because she helped.me through so much in life and in figuring out hocky. She 
taught me so much more than hockey, and on top of that, she's an amazing person herself. 
She's just an all around great person, who I want to be more like. 
4) Who has influenced you the most throughout your life, and why? 
- My sister and I.eigh. 
5) What is the most important thing you've learned at Longwood, on or off the 
field? 
-- That life keeps on moving. You can't dwell on the negative and what you don't have, you 
have to take what you are given, smile, and keep pressing on. 
6) Lastly, give a comment about your fellow graduates: 
Marina: A sister, she has' helped me through so much, and I find true comfort in her. 
Echo: Someone who can make anyone laugh, and enjoys a great time. 
Shannon: A person I have gorwn to love and truly respect. 
Alexis: Someone who will help at any time always willing to give a hand. 
Julie: SUPER. Caring. I always knew that she was there to talk when I needed anything. 
Rivalnj Provides Relief 
Kyle Martin 
Sports liditor 
The Longwood men's basketball 
team will not only continue a 
well-known athletic rivalry, but 
they will be playing Hampden- 
Sydney College for a good cause. 
According to Rick Mazzuto, 
director of athletics, Longwood 
University will play Hampden 
Sydney College in an exhibition 
game at home on Wednesday, 
November 9 to raise money for 
the Hurricane Katrina relief 
effort. 
All of the net proceeds from 
the game will go to the Families 
for Farmvillc Fund. 
Unlike a traditional basketball 
game, student IDs will not be 
honored and tickets will be-five 
dollars 
"Because  this   is  a  separate 
charity event, everyone will be 
charged," Mazzuto said. 
"I would hope that the kids 
understand that we're not trying 
to gouge them by charging five 
bucks because it's a fundraising 
activity. The only complimentary 
tickets will be given to relocated 
families of Hurricane Katrina." 
Mazzuto acknowledged that 
the idea for this event was 
sparked by men's basketball head 
coach Mike Gillian. 
"When everybody's in a situa- 
tion like they are [in the Gulf 
Coast] with the hurricane, you'd 
like to do anything to help," 
Gillian said. 
"The NABC (National 
Association of Basketball 
Coaches) asked that all Division I 
head coaches take an active role 
in any efforts they could to ben- 
efit the hurricane relief effort." 
With   their   regular   season 
schedule already released without 
a date against Hampden-Sydney, 
the continuation of the cross- 
town rivalry appeared to be in 
jeopardy. 
"The NCAA rules allow you 
to play a home exhibition game 
against outside competition," 
Gillian added. 
"We can play them in a scrim- 
mage or an exhibition, but I 
believe for them, it has to count 
in their overall number of con- 
tests." 
Gillian acknowledged he 
would be willing to support an 
event like this in the future. 
'This was a great idea and 
weather it's done to establish 
something annually to help out 
others, I'd be in favor of that," 
Gillian said. 
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